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Part Name Qty
1 End Frame 4
2 Cross Rails 2
3 Side Bracket 2
4 Lift Column 2
5 Table Frame 1
6 Control Box 1
7
8

9 Hardware

Machine Screws
M6*10 8

Countersunk Head Screws
M6*8 4

Allen Wrench 1
Cable Clips 8
Wood Screws

M5*16 8

10 Power Cord 1
11 Cable 1

5,6,7,12,13 Pear Wool 6
14 Carton 1



Take the side brackets (part 1) out from the first layer of the

package (part 6,7) together with the pearl wool and put them

aside.

Remove the pearl wool between the legs of the second layer

(part 12) to facilitate the extraction of goods.

Remove the legs and crossbeams of the connected table frame

(part 8) from the packaging.

The product is heavy. You can only take the product out

by holding the table frame legs with your both hands. Do not put

your hands in the crossbeam to extract it. The frame legs are not

fixed and will rotate. Be careful with your hands.

Place things on the ground to raise both sides of the crossbeams

and then place the table frame upside down (part 8). Handle

gently to prevent bumps.

Do not place the table frame upside down on the ground

directly, it will squeeze the wire and affect the transmission of

wires.



Loosen the 8 M6*10 screws in the middle of the crossbeam and

pull the crossbeam apart until the 8 holes on both sides of the

table frame are exposed.



Extend the two legs in order.

Snap the screws on both

sides of the legs into the

corresponding slots, and then

tighten the 8 M6*12 screws on

both sides of the legs.

Take out the foot in the last layer (part 4), place them on the top of

the legs, align the screw holes, and screw in and tighten the

M6*12 screws from the screw package (part 9).



Flip the table frame so that

the two table feet are

placed downward. Mount

the side brackets (part 1)

that taken from the first

layer on the both sides of

the crossbeams with 2 M6*8 countersunk head screws (part 9).

Place your top on the ground

with the good side down.

Stretch the frame out leaving

50mm at each end.

If your top is 1500mm

long your frame should measure 1400mm

Pull the center rails of the table

frame to the required length and

tighten the screws.



Ensure the wood screws are not too long for the width of your

desktop surface; Otherwise they may puncture it when screwed

all the way in!

Check that the frame is properly positioned on the underside of

the desktop.

Attached the base to the underside of the desktop using 6

M5x16mm Wood Screws

2 per Side Bracket ( Part 1 ) ---4 total

2 per Table Frame ( Part 8 ) ---2 total







1.The interface of hand controller

The key instructions:

2.Initialization Operation
 When the system is abnormal, or hand controller display the "RST", you need to

make lift table initialized, initialization, Press the "DOWN" button, until the motor
stopped then after 5 second, enter the initialization mode automatically.At this time
can't loosen the "DOWN" button, if loosen "DOWN" button system initialization
stop .When Initialization is complete, the buzzer will prompt, said initial success.

3.Up Down Operation
 When press the "UP" button, the desktop upward run, until reach the highest point

of the desktop.
 When press "DOWN" button, desktop run DOWN, until you reach the lowest

desktop.
 When short press "UP" or "DOWN" button, desktop to run a small distance,

corresponding implementation point move.

4.Store Position and Memory run
 The hand controller can store to 4 points, the storage method is as follows, when

running to a specific point, press "SET" button, the digital tube display "S -", "-" flash
at the same time, press "1-4" at this time, storage location to the corresponding
label at this time.

 If you want to run memory Position at this time only need to click on the
corresponding storage location of the label, the digital tube will display
corresponding to the height of the label position, the corresponding height position
then automatically run to the store, run time, any key to stop the system.



5.The minimum limit set
 System supports desktop minimum height limit, methods for operation, when it

comes to setting the lowest height for the desktop height, the corresponding height
at the same time Press the "SET" and "DOWN" button for 5 seconds, the buzzer
sound can be heard at this time, is the location of the minimum storage success.

 Cancel storage minimum height limit method 1: initialize the system, system low
cancelled.Method 2: allow the desktop to run low, at the same time Press the "SET"
and "DOWN" button for 5 seconds will hear the buzzer sounds at this time, said the
lowest position to cancel the success.

6.The maximum limit set
 System supports desktop maximum height limit, methods for operation, when it

comes to setting the highest height for the desktop height, the corresponding
height at the same time Press the "SET" and "UP" button for 5 seconds, the buzzer
sound can be heard at this time, is the location of the maximum storage success.

 Cancel storage maximum height limit method 1: initialize the system, system high
cancelled.Method 2: allow the desktop to run high, at the same time Press the "SET"
and "UP" button for 5 seconds will hear the buzzer sounds at this time, said the
lowest position to cancel the success.

7.Lock and Unlock the desktop
 Lock: at the same time press the "UP" + "DOWN" for 5 seconds, when hearing the

buzzer sounds at this time the digital tube display "-", said the system has been
locked, can't make a lift to the system operation.

 Unlock: at the same time Press the "UP" and "DOWN" for 5 seconds, when hearing
the buzzer sounds at this time the digital tube from the "-" shows to the normal
digital display, the said system has been unlocked.




